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Abstract

Software usability testing is a key methodology that ensures applications are intuitive and easy to use for the target audience. Usability testing has direct benefits for companies as usability improvements often are fundamental to the success of a product. A standard usability test study includes the following five steps: obtain suitable participants, design test scripts, conduct usability sessions, interpret test outcomes, and produce recommendations. Due to the increasing importance for more usable applications, effective techniques to develop usable products, as well as technologies to improve usability testing, have been widely utilized. However, as companies are developing more cross-platform web and mobile apps, traditional single-platform usability testing has shortcomings with respect to ensuring a uniform user experience. In this report, a new strategy is proposed to promote a consistent user experience across all application versions and platforms. This method integrates the testing of different application versions, e.g., the website, mobile app, mobile website. Participants are recruited with a better-defined criterion according to their preferred devices. The usability session is conducted iteratively on several different devices, and the test results of individual application versions are compared on a per-device basis to improve the test outcomes. This strategy is expected to extend on current practices for usability testing by incorporating cross-platform consistency of software versions on most devices.
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1 Introduction

Software usability is a component of software development that ensures that applications are usable with the target audience of the product. Ideally an application should “just work,” with minimal thought from the users, regardless of the platform that they are using. Navigation of the application should be fluid; menu items should make sense, and there should be no room for ambiguity when the users are exercising the workflow of common tasks. During development, software engineers should ideally visualize their software from the eyes of the user, e.g., the ones who purchase, download, and use the software to complete their work. If software is not intuitive, consumers will ultimately struggle with it and gravitate to other applications that are easier to use.

A primary method to aid in making products more usable is formal usability testing. Usability testing is a methodology that is aimed at ensuring that an application can be used effectively to accomplish one or more defined tasks. In other words, it refers to evaluating the ease with which users can learn to use a product [1]. Testing for software usability allows for software companies to obtain data on their own product usability. This associated procedure of usability testing is not formally included in a unit or system test plan, even though it is arguably just as important as manual and automated testing of basic functionality. In fact, it is not enough that software performs a set of functionality. There is no guarantee that the interaction with the software is intuitive or easy to use just because there is a way to complete functional tasks.

Usability testing differs from focus group testing in several aspects. Focus group testing revolves around a small pool of people who assemble together and convey their feedback regarding proposed designs and ideas. The purpose of focus group testing is to gather quick data
concerning feelings and opinions of a small sample of users; it also helps to find if a planned component of a website makes sense. These details should be discovered early on, before the website or application has even begun development [10]. On the other hand, with usability testing, one user at a time is shown something (whether it is a website, a prototype of a site, or some sketches of individual pages) and asked to either (a) figure out what it is, or (b) try and use it to do a typical task [10]. Usability testing is much more individualized and personal. The focus is around the software user and their personal unique experience with the software. Focus group testing and usability testing each have respective complementary purposes. The differences should be clear for human factors designers as well as software engineers during the development process, when testing needs to be conducted with the product [10].

A basic flow diagram of the five-step generic usability testing process is outlined in Figure 1. A standard usability test study includes five steps: obtain suitable participants, design test scripts, conduct usability sessions, interpret test outcomes, and produce recommendations.

![Flow Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 1:** The basic five-step procedure of a usability test.

Fundamental to effective usability testing is candidate selection. Finding the right candidates to participate in a usability study varies from product to product. The participants who perform the testing should also be customized based on the situation and the type of usability test. For example, if a tablet application is designed for young children to play games while learning basic arithmetic skills, children should represent the demographic of usability testing sessions as opposed to college-aged people.
In addition to ensuring the correct application demographic, companies who recruit participants utilize different criteria for selecting ideal application testers. The criteria will differ substantially based on the product being tested. Cell phone technology testing must account for a very wide spectrum of users whereas account software typically is a much smaller niche of participants.

Comparative software websites/applications should also have a similar user experience (e.g., Lowe’s and Home Depot/MS Office and Open Office). Familiarity helps users tremendously and greatly reduces the learning curve to effectively use similar applications. It is less than ideal to have the same testers for the same or a similar application. This is because the newness to the application may be compromised hence invalidating the test data as they would already have experience with the obvious similar workflows.

Often the human factors designer utilizes written scenarios, called scripts, to ask the participants to perform tasks. Scripts consist of a set of order tasks a user must do. Tasks could outline a participant to perform a basic login/logoff of a web application, or complete a purchase order. Scripts test the user’s ability to quickly find menus, drop-downs, button icons, tool tips and scrolling to perform a task. During the usability session the test administrators record data that can later be analyzed through various measures to give the application a usability index. This index measures the degree of easiness for an unfamiliar user to use the application effectively. It is up to the discretion of human factors designers on what aspect(s) of the product to test. For example, they may decide to observe the user’s ability to perform an end-to-end workflow in testing some applications.
Interpreting the test outcomes from a usability session varies from test to test, though there are a few fundamentals components of a successful usability test. A successful usability case study should begin with constructing clear, quantitative, objective goals along with some design decision action items, which also act as milestones for accomplishing a goal [3]. These objectives must be fulfilled as specified by either the human factors designer and/or the developing team. With goals in place, there will be additional light shed on finding where the line is drawn for usability testing, or how much usability testing is enough.

One sample goal of a usability session designated by the human factors designer, for a photo-taking mobile application, might be that users will be able to take a picture with their camera in less than five seconds at first use. This could entail a user navigating to the application and accessing the device’s camera. Some design decisions could include placing a camera icon on the bottom of the application and placing “Take a picture” text below it. This would clearly make the photo-taking application intuitive. Setting quantitative usability target goals ahead of software design enables software engineers to focus on satisfying these goals during the development process of the application [3].

Usability testing encompasses all supported application platforms. Typically applications run within a web browser as part of a website; in addition mobile device support is also often provided as an application or a mobile website. Older applications are installed directly on a user’s computer and run without network connectivity. Often applications will need to have slightly altered screen layouts and flows depending on the screen real estate available. For example, a webpage often must be condensed and reformatted to run on a tablet or smartphone, given the significantly reduced screen space available.
Testing should ensure that a user should ideally have a similar experience while navigating through the same application or webpages regardless of the device that the user is using, that is, a laptop, a tablet or a smartphone. Often users use the same application on their laptop while at work, on their smartphone while in transit, and then on their tablet when at home. Similarity and consistency of an application regardless of where it is run ultimately improves the user's application experience. For example, a user should not have to sift through countless webpages on their phone when they could instead find the page immediately visible on a laptop. Regardless of the platform or the application, usability testing is valuable for companies in many aspects.

Direct examples can be deduced from usability testing to show the impacts. For example, the Ford Motor Company embraced usability testing for their accounting system in some of their dealerships. Findings from the usability study included problems: Car dealers needed to make an average of three calls to the help-line to be able to start using the system and the commands used to enter credits and debits were designed by the engineers without first consulting users to learn the commonly used abbreviations [1]. As a result, Ford made significant alterations to the accounting system and the calls to the help-line dropped to zero. Along with this, the new system saved Ford around $100,000. With the cost of usability testing being $70,000, the cost-benefit ratio stood at 1:1.4 [1].

Usability testing is a completely separate testing entity than automated and manual testing. The content presented in this thesis is valuable to readers interested in usability, or those who are unaware of how usability sessions are conducted. It requires a lot of careful thinking and effort to present a product that is completely intuitive to the user. Employers of the software industry need to be aware of developing products which yield a positive user experience.
Usability testing aids in producing better applications and companies can directly impact their own products by embracing in its potential.

2 Generic Usability Sessions

There are five steps to conduct a successful usability session, as shown in Figure 1. This section details the entire life cycle of administering a successful usability session. A standard usability test study includes the following steps: obtain suitable participants, design test scripts, conduct usability sessions, interpret test outcomes, and produce recommendations. Each step is vital for producing effective usable results to make products better.

2.1 Test Preparation

2.1.1 Obtaining Suitable Participants

To begin the selection process of suitable participants, a human factors designer should first gain some background knowledge about the application developed from the entire cross-functional development team and what features of the product they want tested for usability. The development team should include personnel from engineering, test engineering, product management and documentation to prevent getting a bias view from a single group, e.g., the engineers who built the application. The aspects of the application collected should include the supported environments (e.g., web application, website and/or handheld device), the common workflows that they anticipate users will follow and an order prioritized list of the most important tasks a user will accomplish with the application.

In addition to understanding how the software is expected to be used, the typical user of the product should be identified. For example, an application that displays academic resources
would be ideally tested by a high school or college-aged individual whereas a recipe finder application would be best tested by a homemaker. A question that should be asked is how much experience participants should have. In other words, how can we differentiate between an overqualified and under-qualified participant? Ideally participants should fall in the middle of the qualification spectrum to ensure that the tests do not result in excessive false positives or false negatives. False positives indicate that users are too experienced and do not encounter as many problems as typical users because they are more familiar with the product. They may be more accustomed to error messaging and know how to respond to them. False negatives often come from inexperienced people who lack the basic qualifications to conduct the test. In other words they do not have the basic fundamental understanding of the subject matter to successfully use the product and hence they are not the desired target user [10].

Once the application’s demographics have been determined, participants can be found and selected. One way to locate participants is to look within places of business pertaining to the product being tested. For example, a banking application would likely be used by tellers and accountants, so recruiters could target banks with obtaining participants for the usability study. Internal applications should be strictly utilized by central employees because they are the target users who actually utilize the product.

Another methodology to find suitable people to participate in a usability study is to advertise in public places through posters, on-line forums, and newspapers. This approach, however, can result in testing delays. Additionally, increased filtering measures of the applicant pool might be needed as well due to the wider demographic of people being shown the opportunity. Another technique that can be used is word of mouth amongst friends using social media. This approach can be problematic due to reluctance to convey problems out of fear of
showing the company negative criticism and hence compromising friendships. In other words, biasness could result from this procedure [10].

Alternatively, companies wishing to conduct usability sessions can pay other agencies that will perform the recruiting and screening process on their behalf. These agencies likely collect a royalty associated with the cost of a participant’s time such as 33%. TecEd, a company focused on user experience along with research and design, outlines their approach of reaching potential participants by outlining characteristics of a target participant and placing ads in newspapers and online groups. They also recruit from customer lists in their own database of over seven-thousand usability test participants [13].

One technique that recruiters utilize is screening. A screening process is conducted by a recruiter after potential people who meet the criteria are found. TecEd uses a two-step process which requires candidates to identify themselves through an on-line questionnaire as well as use a script to phone-screen the candidates to confirm previous responses, collect additional information and check articulateness [13]. A similar approach could be utilized by human factors designers who wish to screen participants themselves, without outside agency assistance. They can email, send letters, or even call prospective usability test users.

The goal of the screening process procedure is to determine if a person is suitable as a participant of a study or not. One example of a question that a screener could ask would be what popular applications a prospective participant uses on their mobile device. A list of choices would be presented as well. In the case that the company is looking for users to test a recipe application, a question that a screener could ask would be when the prospective participant last read out of a recipe book. The questions should be configured in a way to determine if a user
would be a good fit for the product based on their past experiences and interests; the questions that are addressed should be specific so as to reduce error [10].

A technique called intercept recruiting is utilized by some recruiting companies. This method uses software popups to provide an invitation to prospective usability participants for a study. If users express interest, they can complete an on-screen questionnaire while the recruiter remotely oversees the results. The recruiter looks over the user’s responses to confirm that they match the target profile. This approach is often more effective than previously discussed methods depending on the site traffic [13]. The popup is presented and the user has to specify yes or no that they are interested in participating in a usability session. They do not have to rely on memory from seeing an advertisement to remember to call that they are interested. Also, there is a sense of comfort when behind one’s own computer as opposed to talking to recruiters in person or on the telephone.

Participants require incentives to participate in a study, which is one of the reasons why usability testing stands as an investment. Whether they are Good Samaritans wanting to feel like they are helping the greater good, or seeking money for their time, participants should be compensated for their participation. Some usability testers are fine with gift cards or even samples of other products. The level of experience that a participant has can raise or lower the amount of participant's compensation. A typical half-day pay rate for being part of a usability session can range from $50 - $200 [10]. According to Nielsen Normal Group, one of the leading voices in user experience, the average per-user cost is $171. Other costs that are associated with usability testing are external agencies raking around $107 per participant. The average amount of pay for external users is between $32 - $118 per hour, depending on how high-level of a
professional the participant is, as well as the location. For example, Silicon Valley comprises of many high-level professionals [11].

It also should be noted that one participant does not, and never will, represent all users. Multiple participants should be used in any usability study. There is not a “one-size-fits-all” guideline as to how many participants should be included in a usability study, although having five participants is generally accepted. Having five participants almost always gets close to the user testing's maximum benefit-cost ratio for testing websites, intranets, PC applications, or mobile apps [12]. Certain variables that affect the number of participants are the amount of resources available and the overall width of the audience demographic. I.e., a small niche of anticipated users from a varied spectrum of the population may result in suitable test results.

2.1.2 Test Script Preparation

With participants and a list of prospective aspects of a product to test for usability, the human factors designer should design a test script which contains written instruction outlining the scenarios to follow. The test script should be designed with some influence from the goals of the developer(s) and others in the cross-functional product team. The script should also describe steps that a participant must carry out during the testing cycle. These tasks, interpreted from goals of the product team, could be thought of as the various scenarios that a user experiences while using the product. A long-term goal which will help drive the script's composition may include reducing the need to call product support by 50% for each business week during the initial installation of the product. Another long-term goal could be reducing the amount of call support needed to assist the customers in their first time using the product. As a general rule of thumb, an hour long usability session yields approximately ten scenarios for desktop and laptop scenarios, and eight scenarios for mobile devices. Fewer scenarios are able to be completed for
mobile devices because of the reduced screen size [14]. They should also be written as short statements and easy to understand in order to reduce ambiguity for a user.

A recent usability study had focused on elder adults using social networking sites like LinkedIn and Twitter [2]. The majority of the tasks on the script revolved around navigating Facebook. The social media “activities” conducted by the participants were specified as follows:

- Task 1: Logging into your account,
- Task 2: Understanding the homepage
- Task 3: Understanding your profile
- Task 4: Navigating through the site
- Task 5: Understanding information on a profile
- Task 6: Commenting on profiles

Additionally, subtasks can be defined to further break down the main tasks even more to encourage more coverage. They can indicate consistency among different scenarios that a user experiences. The human factors designer can also observe how the user navigates through the application to complete the described subtasks for each task. Subtasks in the above study include:

- 4.1 Click where you would enter your username
- 4.2 Click on the timeline area of your profile
- 4.3 Click on the latest post in your newsfeed
- 4.4 Click on an advertisement on the homepage
- 4.5 Click the appropriate link to view Ellie’s notifications on the homepage
- 4.6 Read out loud where John went to high school
- 4.7 Demonstrate how you would tag John Smith in his family photo
These subtasks can also include figures and diagrams to indicate what the user is expected to see; the tasks also validate to the human factors designer, who is recording data, whether the user is on the right track or not. The object is for the user to complete these tasks without any assistance. The human factors designer should not provide hints or answers to tasks performed by the participants as these hints may invalidate the test. The time to complete a task would be reduced, as the user would not need to figure out the task on their own. Assistance, hints and tips can completely nullify the results of a usability test.

2.2 Conducting Tests and Interpreting Results

After observing the participant and recording data, the human factors designer needs to review performance metrics and benchmarks to of the usability session. These metrics go beyond noting whether a user completed a task successfully or not; they include severe and less-severe user-encountered error(s), the percentage of participants who come across certain errors, the time it takes for a user to complete a task, subjective measures, and even final feelings are all types of performance metrics and results contributing to the usability study. The entire cross-functional team can make their products more intuitive based on these test outcomes.

One example of an important performance metric is how fluid a participant’s navigation is through a webpage or application. For example, if a user has a task of taking a photograph and consistently goes through many more steps than they feel is necessary; the human factors designer should record this and inform the software engineers. Also, the human factors designer should take note of frustrated users who make several repeated navigational errors, causing an increase in the time to complete a task. If a participant keeps entering a wrong value in a text field based on pure intuition, then this error should be noted accordingly so that the developer
can modify the error message and/or tooltip. If a user repeatedly gets errors this may be indicative that the user is unclear about the goal of a task. Less severe errors include fulfilling a task in a less-efficient way than expected. For example, a page could be navigated to another page through three intermediate pages instead of five, through a series of user interactions with GUI controls. This is a burden for a user and yields time wasted while using the product [14].

Other findings that can be recorded as performance metrics include the percentage of participants who encountered severe problems vs. less severe problems on a per-scenario basis. These percentages can indicate what features related to tasks are the most problematic and need to be addressed. In addition, the frequency in which no errors are found should be recorded; this indicates that participants did not have any difficulties with completing tasks and hence the feature is intuitive enough for the common user [14].

The time it takes for a user to complete a task is very useful quantitative information to document. Tasks that take too long for a user attribute to frustration with a product which yields a negative user experience. There should be an approximate time range as to how long a task should take before the test has commenced. One example could be locating a search text field on a social media website or a retail on-line store, entering in text and clicking on a button to execute the search should take a few seconds. If a user struggles finding a field, navigating to a page, or understanding the purpose of a product attribute, the human factors designer should record these difficulties with the product [14].

Subjective measures can also be noted based on the discretion by the human factors designer. They can provide their own evaluations for a participant to describe their experience on a numbered (1 [horrible experience] - 10 [excellent experience]) scale. For example, during a
usability session for a social media application, a tester may rate an aspect that was easy to use such as navigating from the main menu to a people search menu on a scale from 1 to 10. These statements complement the human factors designer’s own comments during the participant observation [14].

Participants can provide final feelings of the usability of the application to the human factors designer. The difference between the user's opinion on usability and a human factors designer’s subjective measures is that the user's views are completely ad hoc, unscripted, and unplanned. Participants can offer suggestions from their standpoint in order to make the product more usable. For example, if the wording of a menu item was confusing to the user, then the human factors designer can record the constructive criticism. They can also provide positive feedback which shows what aspects of the application worked well in the product. The ultimate goal of the session is to make the product continuously better through the aid of the multiple participants of a usability session [14].

All of the data collected as part of the study should be compiled into a well-organized analytical report. Quantitative data such as the success rates, task time, error rates, as well as the 1 – 10 user-response ratings should be recorded in a spreadsheet. In addition, qualitative data such as the participant’s spoken or written feelings, the problems encountered by the participant, comments/suggestions, and answers to non-numerical questions should be recorded in a series of statements that are easy to understand for the readers of the document such as the program managers and the software engineering teams [15].

The reports should be reviewed with the entire cross-functional development team responsible for developing the product. They can make alterations and updates, inspired from the
data collected from the usability session, to make the product better. At this point upon completion of develop, the human factors designer can decide if the goals are fulfilled and ready to ship the product or if testing based on application revisions is warranted. Fluid, results-oriented communication is crucial between the human factors designer and the development team [14]. The human factors designer should be considered to be an integral part of the product team. Furthermore, a usability test is successful only if it helps to improve the product that was tested and the process by which it was developed [3]. Usability testing should therefore be viewed by development as a way of ensuring that the software will be successful in the marketplace. It should not be viewed as a waste of time or effort during the development cycle.

2.3 Techniques on Improving Usability

There are several approaches to make websites and applications more intuitive to users and thus provide a positive user experience. A developer should always consistently utilize icons that are obvious to users of the product. These can be icons that are ubiquitous amongst other product’s icons such as a magnifying glass symbolizing search or find in Facebook and Amazon. Other universal icons that should be utilized, if necessary is the left arrow (←) indicating backwards and the right arrow (→) indicating forwards for navigating between pages that have already been accessed. It is a common practice to have these icons readily accessible in case a user experiences difficulty and wants to return to a previously visited page. In addition, icons should not rely exclusively on color for those who are colorblind. They should a combination of color, shape, and/or text to address colorblindness.

Companies should be cognizant of the positioning of fundamental components on their products. The layout of an application’s screens is extremely important. Being consistent with common application layout practices is extremely important. For example, “OK” and “Cancel”
buttons should be together and always at the far right bottom of a dialog. Search fields that are repeatedly used for websites specializing in shopping, or even finding someone in social media should almost always remain at the top in plain view, consistent with other application. The placement of navigation is extremely important as it can result in how fast a user successfully completes a desired task; poor, inconsistent navigation will result in user frustration and may even result in the inability to successfully complete a task.

Websites designers and application developers should also be mindful of the platforms that people will use. It is often the case that users will use all variants (local application, web application, handheld application) of the same application so they all should be consistent. Having a handheld application that is completely different from its laptop counterpart will be very frustrating for users.

Platform limitations must also be taken into account. For example, Apple users utilize devices that do not support Adobe Flash. Large-sized images can also slow down the application’s loading time which is also unwanted. All major browsers such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, and Safari should be tested during the development process. As a rule of thumb, one should always design products that fit as large as possible demographic of users in order to maximize revenue and overall application satisfaction.

While keeping the user experience in mind, developers should make appropriate adjustments to titles and menu items that appear on websites. They should be condensed for mobile devices to convey the same information without being too obtrusive on the eye. Titles that are too long should be abbreviated on mobile devices or they will most likely cause the user to lose interest due to excessive, unwanted scrolling. Large amounts of text inputs can be
frustrating for users as well on mobile devices because of the small fields that need to be pressed. Unless necessary, use other fields that are easier to select such as dropdowns, radio buttons and checkboxes [6].

Having a well-conceived product design also applies for having an overall simple layout and design for a website or application. Having products that are too busy can frustrate a user who expects websites and applications to just work without much of a learning curve. Users prefer to have a smooth, simple, minimal step workflow during their application navigation. Well-labeled text links should be used in an organized grid-like fashion from menus and lists in order to improve the user's experience. It is important not to lose information in the simplification process to ensure the quality and completeness of the page [6].

In addition to having a mobile version of website designed for handheld devices, the option to view the full website, as a fall back, should be presented in case there are any issues with the mobile version. For example, some websites on mobile devices suffer significant usability issues such that the user is unable to scroll horizontally to view a whole graphical figure; this indicates that an insufficient amount of mobile usability testing was conducted by the company. Other times, users simply want the same exact experience as using a website on their laptop and do not have the desire or time to navigate through the mobile version. The option to view the full website should be present as there is practically a standard for widely-used websites such as Facebook and Amazon [6].

Showing elements of focus also complements a positive user experience by drawing the user to important aspects of the application. Use of color, text bolding, graphics, or even displaying a small modal dialog with additional web links can be used to draw a user to focus
first on an area of the application presented. Users do not want to scroll through an application searching for fields to complete tasks, regardless of the platform. Neither do they want to accidentally click an element without realizing it and end up in a brand new page, essentially getting lost in the application. Providing useful focus items should not bind the user to selecting these items but instead enable a user to use the application in an efficient, no-need-to-backtrack way. Focused elements should only be used where they make sense. However, there should not be too many focus points as doing so defeats the purpose of providing the user with focus to begin with [6].

Excessive amounts of popups should also not be used. Closing them can become a burden for users regardless of their device. For mobile users in particular, oftentimes their devices will not load popups due to their small-sized screen. Popups become frustrating due to the amount of refreshing that continues to occur and can even make the user feel nauseous or seasick. The additional time and frustration required to close them is also problematic for user experience [6].

When in doubt, a software designer should just try and imagine how a user would interact with the application or website. Questions one might ask are: Is having field X really necessary, and for what purpose does it serve? Are there a significantly different amount of links it takes to navigate to a page between mobile and non-mobile devices? Is the page too busy for a user, with too much content? Asking these questions allows developers to envision the product as a user which can make way for a positive user experience [6].
3 Web Usability Sessions

3.1 Individual Usability Testing of Websites

Websites can be individually tested using the framework of the usability testing process, without the need to also test mobile applications or the mobile versions of websites. When testing websites for usability, the operating system, browser, and screen size should be taken into account. For example, the current version of Safari (8.0.4 as of March 17, 2015) cannot be downloaded for Windows, as it is specifically for OS X Yosemite. Users should only test on browsers that they are comfortable with, so that they are familiar with the interface. Screen size is an important test consideration because the size of a screen dictates the landscape that an application can reside in. The larger the screen size, the more of a website can be presented at any time, giving opportunity for more design flexibility and detail.

Ideally, users should have a similar experience during the usability test, regardless of any of the considerations presented above. They should feel comfortable and familiar with the desktop/laptop device, operating system, and associated browser used during the usability session. By having operating system environment familiarity, focus is placed on the tests to ensure more valid outcomes. For example, a MacBook user doing an editor test on Windows may need to copy a picture using the familiar Windows command, “CTRL + C” to cut and “CTRL + V” to paste. If the user is not aware of these commands, they may struggle with the test and skew the test outcomes.

Data obtained from each user should be analyzed and corrections should be applied between usability sessions in order to iteratively improve a product. A human factors designer can present the report to the engineers who will directly address the problems. Afterwards,
another usability session can be conducted with a brand new version of the website to test the results of the improvements and allow for further refinements. For example, the 10,000 Steps homepage was designed to display the 10,000 Steps Program, which has a goal of increasing participation in physical activity across a wide range of adult populations. Figure 2 outlines the homepage of the 10,000 Steps website, before any usability sessions were conducted [7]. Figure 3 displays the final homepage of the 10,000 Steps website after usability sessions were conducted.

![Figure 2: The 10,000 Steps website before any usability test sessions were conducted [7].](image)

![Figure 3: The result of the second version of the 10,000 Steps website, after one round of usability testing was performed and analyzed [7].](image)

After the usability test was conducted, the human factors designer outlined the data in a table, shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that this particular test had the following seven attributes to be observed: Design, Feedback, Format, Instructions, Navigation, Terminology, and Learnability.
Figure 4: The seven factors in a table that the human factors designers were interested in during the usability test. They obtained data from participant statements [7].

Next, the results were taken into consideration by the software development teams who owned the websites. They made changes to the website, attempting to make it better, as the improved result shown in Figure 3.

After the revision, a new sample of the usability testers can be brought into the testing studio for usability. The same seven theme-metrics can be observed. The number of problems can be observed and compared from the first and second round of usability sessions, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The number of problems on each of the seven themes, for each round of six usability testers [7].
At this point, it can be verified that the usability test was successful as there were considerably fewer problems in the website the second time around (138 vs. 30). Given the significant reduction of issues, common aspects of usability can be further analyzed to improve the website. Additional iterations with six new participants for the usability test can be performed. These refinement cycles will continue to make the website converge toward perfection, though the cycles can be costly. A human factors designer can decide if a benchmark is needed, such as the total amount of problems allowed, in order to terminate additional usability testing.

3.2 Technology Associated with Web Usability

Other technologies are also utilized during usability sessions. EyeWorks, is a company that specializes in developing eye tracking software designed for researchers. One component of the software is its ability to produce a testing script designed for participants. It can present scenarios and tasks to participants, stream video, and even display photos. The greatest aspect related to usability is its ability to launch websites and collect user interaction data. The product is capable of displaying data as to what a user focuses on when looking at a webpage. It can also monitor other user interactions by observing where a user clicks the mouse, what keys they press, and where they scroll. Figure 6 illustrates what a user is currently fixated on while on the Amazon homepage [4]. It also has a feature to monitor a user’s eye motion in real time while viewing a webpage in case the researcher wants to see the movement of how the eye travels.
This product clearly aids in developing more usable software for users as it allows researchers access to observe the eye of the user. Before the user makes the decision on where to click, press, or what to type in, they must first see the field, by visually navigating to it. A convoluted product may cause the user to repeatedly circle around a page trying to locate a certain item and in turn waste time and cause frustration. Figure 7 shows how eye tracking devices work, through a series of heat mappings.
Figure 7: The heat mapping of points on a webpage that are gazed at different time periods [5].

Points that are focused on for long periods of time indicate a redder hue on the color scale. Figure 8 outlines the “saccade pathways” which indicate the movement of the eye and are also utilized for data collection [5]. In this example, the user observed the top middle of the page and navigated through the page in a series of zigzag movements. The red circles outline areas of focus on the user [5].
Eye tracking of the product user is especially useful as the data collected consists of what the user is reading/scanning and account for what specific content on the page that they are looking at. The data also can indicate the user’s confusion, noting the repeated eye motions over the same areas of the application. Zigzag movements over repeated areas of the application are often a sign of confusion. Eye tracking can also be used to see what features of an application are missed completely. One limitation of eye tracking technologies is that it cannot explain the psychology as to why a user is looking at certain aspects of a website as opposed to others.

However, there are also caveats and disadvantages with employing eye tracking devices. The underlying aspects of eye tracking are unique to each user and cannot be scientifically explained. Also, eye wear such as contacts and glasses may negatively affect the results. The equipment is also expensive to purchase, which may be a burden for small companies.
Subsequently, the data gathered from eye tracking devices should only be used as supplemental information to add to the usability study [5].

4 Mobile Usability Sessions

4.1 Understanding Limitations and Abilities of Mobile Devices

Testing on mobile devices requires different strategies than their platform counterparts. Special considerations should be made when conducting testing on mobile devices to make sure that the user experience is as fluid as using a laptop or desktop. Mobile devices have unique features such as working with a single window screen. Users on non-mobile devices can have multiple screen displays and have multiple applications on at the same time such as an Internet browser, a calculator, and a document capable of capturing arithmetic. While multitasking may be possible on mobile device, it is much harder to balance between open applications from when they are readily accessible on non-mobile devices.

Ideally a mobile application should not have to rely on any other applications as it can inhibit the user experience, although there are always exceptions. Facebook received negative feedback for forcing mobile users to download the Facebook Messenger application along with the separate Facebook app. Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook, acknowledged that it was a “big ask” for the Facebook community and even defended the choice by stating, “We wanted to do this because we believe that this is a better experience. Messaging is becoming increasingly important. On mobile, each app can only focus on doing one thing well, we think” [16]. In fact, reliance on other software can be frustrating for users and should be avoided or an alternate path should be provided.
An important difference between a mobile and desktop application is how a user navigates: through a touchscreen and typing directly on the device instead of using an external mouse and keyboard. Developers need to be cognizant with how the mobile keyboard affects the landscape of the application due to additional space occupied. Mouse and touchscreen are also quite different for the user experience. For instance, with the mouse the user can observe the motion of the mouse through an icon, as they physically move it with their hand. This same phenomenon will not occur for the mobile counterpart. With touchscreen, users are unable to see where they are moving unless some aspect of the application changes. Some examples of these changes include a keyboard or additional menu displaying, or even the feed scrolling vertically.

Shortcuts and menus that would normally appear on an Internet browser will likely be needed in order to add more fluidity among mobile devices. This commonality will make the multiple forms of a product be nearly interchangeable in terms of doing the same tasks. Developing the application to contain a simple design is perfectly acceptable, but if it stems too far from the desktop/laptop version, then there will result in inconsistencies which can cause user frustration from the continuous need to mentally map the differences. If common aspects of an application are not carried out across all platforms, customers may gravitate towards only using the web version on their laptop or desktop. The worst case scenario would be that they completely stop using the product altogether due to lack of cross platform consistency.

For mobile devices that have a laptop or desktop version, human factors designers have a choice of constructing usability scripts which have a user test the mobile device against the desktop/laptop version. Ideally the experience should be the same (or at least very similar) between the two, but regardless, the observations from the participant should be recorded and discussed. Consumers should not have to go much more out of the way from fulfilling their work
tasks in the mobile version than from the desktop/laptop version. One important goal of usability is to provide consistency among devices. If a user has to completely relearn software between devices, then the application will enviably fall short with respect to usability as reported by consumers. Regardless of the version of the application, functionality should just simply work consistently.

To accommodate the differences between mobile and non-mobile devices, developers should utilize strategies such as simplifying product design. Complexity is taboo when it comes to usability, so simple and clean designs should be the focus for software engineers; simplicity is especially important when developing mobile-friendly applications with their limited screen real estate. Consumers love utilizing mobile applications that have cross-compatibly with tablets and desktops/laptops; companies that provide this consistency have a distinct advantage. Having a product that works just as well on mobile devices compared to desktop/laptop versions will ultimately make a company more successful.

4.2 Individual Usability Testing of Mobile Apps

Standalone mobile device applications can have usability testing conducted similarly to desktop or laptop testing. The human factors designer should have an idea of what devices should be tested such as Apple, Windows, Android tablets and smartphones. This should be a factor when choosing participants based on the device that they are comfortable with. The reason for this is an iPhone user testing an Android device may have a difficult time with navigating with the device’s controls, which could induce false negatives on a product. All major devices should be tested to reflect a universal user experience across the board. It is also useful to have the user utilize their own device so issues such as being unfamiliar with the operating system will be irrelevant in the test.
The human factors designer should have a list of tasks for the user to complete on the mobile device such as dragging and dropping a cell into a grid and expecting a push notification to arise. The results are recorded and compiled into a report for the software engineers to fix. Afterwards, the revised mobile application can be tested by a new group of usability testers. A similar analysis of the results is performed during web usability sessions using themes: Design, Feedback, Format, Instructions, Navigation, Terminology, and Learnability. The difference is purely the platform that is used.

A positive aspect of standalone mobile applications is that the website counterpart does not need to be reviewed for consistency or fluid navigation. The testers simply use the mobile application as if there was no website available which means that the screen size does not have to be compared from the website’s vast landscape. However, with that being said, a range of devices (including tablets) need to be tested with slightly different screen sizes and functionalities. At bare minimum, three Apple, Windows, Android tablets and three mobile devices should be tested for usability. To fulfill this requirement, at least three tablets and three mobile devices should be tested as long as the product is supported.

4.3 Technology Associated with Mobile Usability

Mobile usability test sessions often leverage special camera technology. There exists technology that will aid in mobile usability sessions. During a usability session, special cameras may be harnessed to observe a user’s motions. Then these recordings can be replayed to see how closely the user reacts to expected behavior by the human factors designer. The human factors designer has the choice of recording the user’s actions during a usability session, although it is not necessary as the live feed can be observed. However, the user must be notified prior and give consent to such measures. Figure 9 illustrates the ZiggiHD camera in action. It can be inferred
that the camera is in a fixed position, so the user should be cognizant of their physical movement of the device that they are testing. Figure 10 shows a better view of how the human factors designer can observe the participant’s actions on their personal device.

**Figure 9:** The ZiggiHD camera utilized by a potential candidate in a usability session, while connected to a laptop for the human factors designer to witness [9].

**Figure 10:** The IPEVO Presenter application on an Apple device, capable of displaying the participant’s workflow throughout a usability session [9].
The ZiggiHD camera device, along with all other related cameras involved in mobile usability testing, allows for a better view to observe the user’s attempts to complete tasks in a usability session. The human factors designer can use this tool and document important data while separated from the user. As shown by Figure 10, the device is not obtrusive to the user’s mobile experience as the camera does not interfere with what is seen on the screen; it is set up so the user experience is as “normal” as possible. Factors which contribute to a positive experience are use of dry cloths to clean their device and also to have appropriate lighting to reduce glaring effects on the device from the camera’s reflection. The nice aspect of the camera is that it will work for both tablets and phones. The camera allows the human factors designer to see what fingers the participants use to navigate, what menus they go to (and in what order), and what they type in on text fields, along with other navigation scenarios [9].

5 Usability Testing of Both Web & Mobile Applications

5.1 The Need for Consistency

For the growing amount of companies who have websites, mobile versions of websites, and mobile apps, and a universal experience needs to be obtained. Usability testing should go beyond testing individual platforms at a time; it needs to extend to covering mobile and desktop/laptop versions, to promote a general consistency across all devices. The experience should be uniform and seamless along the same application. In other words, consistency is not just an individual device’s experience.

Consistency, in the context of usability testing, means that the three types of applications behave similarly. Given users often utilize many devices concurrently, it is vital that users can seamlessly perform a workflow, regardless of the application version, or platform. There should
not be a “black-and-white experience” between the website and the mobile website. In other words, website and mobile websites are expected to behave the same way and not with major differences to yield a detriment to the user experience. A user should be inclined to choose whichever version of the application as they want and expect to have the same results. If a user is dissatisfied with a company’s version of a mobile application, they may make the conscious decision to terminate their business with the company, even if the desktop/laptop version of the application is satisfactory. Having three consistent versions of an application shows a user that the company cares about their customers enough to promote a positive user experience.

An example of a webpage that exemplifies consistency is Google. All of the content is appropriately condensed in the mobile app and mobile webpage versions from the desktop/laptop counterpart, regardless of what page the user is on. An example of this condensing done is the webpage that is displayed after searching. There are header menus that appear initially and additional header menus that appear after clicking on the “More” dropdown. These differences are shown in Figure 11:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Header Menus Appearing Initially</th>
<th>Desktop/Laptop Website</th>
<th>Mobile Website</th>
<th>Mobile Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Header Menus Appearing After Clicking on “More” Header Menu Dropdown</th>
<th>Desktop/Laptop Website</th>
<th>Mobile Website</th>
<th>Mobile Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Figure 11:** The differences of the header menus that appear among all three versions of the Google search engine.
While the header menus that appear initially as well as after the “More” header menu dropdown is clicked may be slightly different across platforms, this does not necessarily harm usability. Mobile versions have far less landscape to work with than the desktop/laptop versions, forcing slightly different design choices. The key is to consistently use these design concessions throughout the mobile version. Consistent design choices between mobile website application and the mobile website versions results in users inferring that the differences are a deliberate design choice made by the product owner of that page. This page is still considered easy-to-use and consistent because all supported menu items appear; unsupported items such as “Flights” can simply be omitted from the mobile application where they are not supported.

All versions also have a similar navigation flow, e.g., going on the main homepage of https://www.google.com (or loading up the application), brings up a very simple, familiar page with a search bar. Entering values into the search bar and pressing the enter-key result in pages displayed by the search engine. This two-step process for searching is the same across all versions. A further analysis of this cross-consistency, using Amazon as an example, will be presented in the next section.

5.2 Consistency among Websites, “Mobilized” Websites, and Apps

Testing mobile usability sessions often is slightly different from testing the desktop/laptop large “landscape” version of the applications. For popular websites in particular, like ESPN, Google, and Facebook, the website needs to present information effectively on a mobile device’s smaller screens size. The goal is to not hinder the user’s experience if they are using a mobile version compared to a desktop/laptop version which concurrently demonstrating a commonality between both presentations.
As mentioned, many users go from desktop/laptop to handheld versions on the same application throughout the day and the handheld version should not seem completely different or foreign to the user. Navigation within a mobile application typically uses icons to display menus to aid in navigation. Use of icons prevents a congested application littered with page links. Excessive scrolling on a handheld device is never an answer in an effort to reduce clutter. Scrolling becomes very frustrating and often results in loss of memory context of what one was trying to accomplish. Designers must therefore develop applications which work differently but consistently regardless of whether they are run on a laptop, a tablet or a smartphone.

Amazon, for example, has three separate entities associated with displaying their page content: through the website on a laptop, the website on a mobile device, and the mobile application. Figures 12, 13 and 14 display the differences in the same order listed above.

Figure 12: The homepage http://www.amazon.com on a laptop in the Google Chrome web browser.
The differences between the three versions of Amazon reveal several design choices. First of all, the website (both desktop/laptop and mobile devices) along with the application all use the universal shopping cart icon to provide consistency in user experience. The homepage banner revealing Valentine’s Day deals is also displayed and compressed appropriately to fit all screen sizes appropriately.

It is observed that the content appears slightly abridged with mobile devices compared to desktop/laptop platforms. This indicates to the user that scrolling downward is required to see more of the homepage of the application or even select links to advance to other menus. This technique is commonly used amongst websites formatted for mobile devices and is fine as long
as other links to navigate to are supplied. It is undesirable for a mobile user to scroll down on the homepage for ten seconds or more in order to find a desired link. Design choices must be made with user intuition in mind. While it is easier to develop a website that consists of one long page on mobile devices, doing so will result in a negative user experience.

Amazon’s mobile application looks much cleaner and less busy than the mobile website, with every pixel detailing purpose, compared to the mobile website version containing the URL and other mandatory browser controls. Developers need to be cognizant of how much space is displayed for each mobile platform, and to utilize it effectively. Tablet devices download the same app from the respective mobile application store.

Three separate designs are utilized for complementing the main search text-box. The website is the most descriptive with containing a “GO” button symbolize navigation to another page. It also contains a drop-down to narrow and broaden searches accordingly by the choice of the user. Alternatively, “Shop by Department” is displayed as a link in the mobile versions; clicking the link brings up another page that displays “All Departments.” Adding in links for navigation is a smart choice because it reduces congestion on the main page.

It should be noted however that too much navigation can be obstructive to the user experience. The main mantra to follow when condensing a website into a mobile form is to be mindful of the most common pages a user visits; these should always be easily accessible for the consumer of a product. Amazon is an on-line shopping store, so having the final “check out” shopping cart neatly displayed on the top makes the purchasing very easy for a buyer. Using intuitive icons for the target user often results in a positive user experience.
5.3 A Proposed Methodology of Testing Web, Mobile, and “Mobilized” Web Apps

Our proposed approach modifies the generic usability testing strategy by having participants test an application on multiple devices in order to promote consistency across devices. Standard web applications in today’s industry are typically complemented with mobile websites and mobile applications. To test all three components of an application, a human factors designer identifies a target user with noted skills in mobile device and desktop/laptop device. Then, they will run a series of tasks, designed by the human factors designer, that outline a workflow for the user to perform. The user will run the run the same tasks three times on the website, mobile application, and the mobile website. It should be noted that the order in which they carry out the three tests will be random between participants, so that the user will not necessarily “learn” from the website how to navigate through the mobile counterparts.

Next, the human factors designer keeps data on all three tests of the tasks by the user and notes any discrepancies amongst the applications. The developers should ideally fix all versions of the application that fail the benchmark as deemed appropriate by the human factors designer. A priority system could become enacted, which would serve as the notion of fixing the worst-usable applications in order. After the version(s) of the application have become fixed, a new group of usability testers will test the same tasks of the mobile/non-mobile devices. Afterwards, the number of problems the user encountered for each version of the application can be analyzed. At this point, the human factors designer can keep conducting usability testing until the benchmark for all three versions of the applications is reached.

Carrying out this proposed methodology requires all five steps of the generic usability test to be modified. First of all, adjustments to evaluation criteria will need to be established.
Prior to running the test, the human factors designer should thoroughly interview the individual performing the tests to understand what he/she commonly uses for devices (e.g., Dell desktop/laptop with Windows, Apple iPhone) on which to run applications. This interview will help eliminate extraneous errors such as basic navigation through a smartphone. For example, an iPhone user should not be testing an Android device because it is not their primary device and they may not be familiar with even basic navigation. However, “cross-devices” do not necessarily have to be related. For example, a candidate who uses an Android device and a MacBook should not be disqualified from being a usability test participant. Figure 15, outlines the various modifications from the generic usability session.

![Figure 15: A modified five-step process of a generic usability test.](image)

Figure 16 displays a scenario in which four potential participants were interviewed for taking part of a usability study which regarded an app that was on Windows, iOS, and Linux operating systems on desktops/laptops. The app was also supported with Windows, Apple, and Android smartphone devices. The first participant had Windows 7 on a desktop/laptop and had 5.0 Lollipop on an Android smartphone. The second participant had OS X 10.10 Yosemite on a MacBook and had 4.4.2 KitKat on an Android smartphone. The third participant had OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard and an iPhone running iOS 8.3. Lastly, the fourth participant had Linux Mint 17.1 on a desktop/laptop and a smartphone running Windows 8.1. The operating system is useful information for knowing what the app supports.
Figure 16: An example table of obtaining the desktop/laptop OS version, as well as the type of phone for the user. To read the chart, the number to the left on the cell differentiates the potential participants. The second item represents the operating system of their desktop/laptop. The third item is the operating system of their mobile device.

Adequate coverage is vital for a usability test to be successful. For generic usability testing, five is generically accepted as the sample size for a minimum amount of participants to serve as statistical significance. For our proposed methodology, there must be a balance between the number of participants obtained and the budget. Obviously, having a large number of participants results in more data, but it is also costly. For the purpose of this procedure, the human factors designer should make sure that for each operating system that the application can run on, at least three participants should be testing it. This means if there are three operating systems for the desktop/laptop platforms, and three operating systems for the mobile platforms, then there need to be at minimum nine participants for reasonable, full coverage of this proposition. To make the minimum number of participants of this strategy more formulaic, multiply the amount of operating systems for the desktop/laptop platforms by the number of operating systems for the mobile platforms. It should also be noted that one does not need to cover all versions of a certain OS unless the app calls for it. For example, a KitKat and Lollipop user of the Android platform could be grouped in the same Android OS level as long as they do not have to individually be tested for usability.
After the participants have been recruited and selected, the human factors designer will have a list of their respective devices and operating systems. The human factors designer will also have a script which will cover both of the participant’s devices and randomly select the order of the versions of the app that the user tests first. This will remove the notion that learning one version of the application will help with another version. The user in turn tests multiple versions of the app, to reduce the amount of users needed per version of the application. Also, having more than three users is fine, especially if there are users whose devices contain vastly different operating environments such as Microsoft's Windows and Apple's iOS.

The human factors designer will record and interpret data on each of the devices that the user tests. There is no difference in the data recorded from the usability study between our proposed methodology and the individual testing of desktop/laptop and mobile devices. The data will not be compared until the very end when the report is written with all of the user data. Part of the report will entail a page detailing all of the comparisons of the mobile devices and a page outlining all of the comparisons of the non-mobile devices are displayed. This will allow for easy-to-read evaluations of devices and the ability to see which perform better than others.

Afterwards, the developers can observe which devices are the most usable and can improve the other versions of the apps to be on the same level. For example, suppose a series of usability tests were administered and the human factors designer’s performance metrics determined that the Apple iPhone mobile application was designated to be the most usable for the mobile application. However, the tests also indicated that the Windows computer provided the best user experience for a desktop/laptop website. This exemplifies that the iOS version of the mobile app should be served as a basis for fixing usability issues in the other supported
weaker mobile device applications and the Windows version of the website should aid in fixing the other weaker desktop/laptop websites.

From the data, the human factors designer can also reveal the best attributes of the mobile and non-mobile versions of the applications. Following this, if funds allow for it, developers can make the fixes/additions and run the cycle of usability testing iteratively with new participants.

6 Usability Testing Benefits

6.1 Benefits of Successful Usability Tests

Benefits from conducting a proper usability session go beyond resulting in a more usable product. One benefit is that companies who embrace usability testing in their products make more product revenue. If a web or mobile application is utilized by many satisfied users, then these users will spread their successes and enthusiasm with the product resulting in more product sales. Having an intuitive product shows consumers that the developing company truly cares about their customers having a positive experience and often means that customers will come back for more from the company when new products become available. A great example of this is Apple; Apple's products nearly pre-sell themselves given their unprecedented usability and profound track record with respect to building intuitively obvious products.

Another benefit of increased sales of a product is the company's reputation is improved or substantiated, this results in customers buying other future versions and/or other products by the same company. These satisfied customers will most likely raise the company’s reputation by providing positive reviews to share their success of utilizing the application which will in turn show consumers that the product is a good buy. Those that provide poor ratings with
supplemental reasons online or even discuss their negative experience through word of mouth can be extremely detrimental towards a company's reputation and product sales [3].

It should also be noted that a company can save considerable time and money by not requiring as many support lines and countless hours of training for internal support employees because of the reduced learning curve of having an intuitive product. Having applications that are easy to learn for employees of a company makes more productive workers and less of a need for a large support team. Making a product more usable can potentially reduce the amount of training required for employees.

The product’s customer support team also benefits from a more usable product. If the usability of a product is top-notch, less money needs to be spent to train and support the product. Ultimately an easy-to-use product will mean that there will be fewer frustrated customers for the product as they will have no need to call for support or stay on a phone line or within a chat session for extended periods of time in order to diagnose and resolve their issues. It is much less expensive to dedicate more money into making a more usable product up front than to incur the back-end cost associated with an extensive call-support team.

Depending on the complexity and power of a product, some customers of other businesses may be required to take a training course in order to be assisted by the product support team. Consumers of the product may require fewer hours of training, if the product is intuitive enough, which will allow them to be productive with their own company quicker. This will allow for more outside customers to be assisted with positive relations from other companies.
Companies which pay close attention to the usability of their products will not have to issue as many software updates or maintenance releases compared to other products which suffer problems of usability. In other words, hot fixes to customer-notified complications in navigating through an application will not be needed nearly as much. Users expect products to just simply work how they want them to and work consistently to other similar apps; they are less tolerant of buggy software, unusable features, and incorrect documentation than they might have been years ago [3]. Significant time and money can be saved on fixing bugs and usability issues which could have been resolved by enforcing the conduction of usability tests.

Lastly, documentation for software that excels in usability, consistency, and simplicity is easier to write by the technical writers of the project. If they are able to effectively utilize the product by how it is intended to be used, than they can more effectively document the product. Ultimately less text will result in less assistance from others who need to know how to use the product. Clear documentation can be observed by all users (internal and external) of the product which can definitely help in alleviating frustration across the board [3].

6.2 Benefits of Our Approach to Web & Mobile Usability Tests

It should be noted that the proposed methodology of conducting web and mobile usability tests is an investment in itself as more time on the user’s end is utilized and thus must be compensated. The most obvious benefit of this proposition is that all versions of the application are tested for usability kinks by users; the company does not have to have three separate usability sessions for each version of the website. Also, users are each exposed to all three versions of the applications, meaning they will be more helpful with suggestions and feedback. All of the versions will be seen during the same session rather than individually, thus saving money. Companies will not have to recruit additional testers for all devices.
This methodology encourages consistency between all platforms which will in turn yield more satisfied customers. It gives the associated company an edge from others because they support three different versions of the application to do the same processes, thus offering more options to users. If the developing team shows consistency among their product than more users will believe that the customer is in the best interest of the company. Customers will likely choose to purchase a product with cross-platform functionality and usability as opposed to a product which works only on one platform or a product which does not include multi-platform support concurrently. For example, if all three versions are tested at the same time for usability, both mobile and web users will believe that time and energy is spent on cross-platform development. In turn, all versions of the applications will behave the same way providing a positive user experience. Concurrent platform support ensures that users do not feel that their preferred version of the application is placed on the backburner for updates. Having consistent and usable applications could make the software development process easier as well, if code can be ported over between versions of the applications to yield the same results.

Testing multiple platforms during a usability session can also aid in passing Google’s “mobile-friendly” tests. Websites which have acceptable mobile-friendly versions will yield better search engine results on mobile devices. They have a Mobile-Friendly Test which takes a web URL as input and tests some criteria on usability; some examples of this is detecting text too small and requiring zooming in, as well as links being appropriately spaced between each other. Google offers a variety of resources on developing mobile-friendly websites, and even offer templates for designing mobile-friendly websites. An image depicting the differences between mobile and not mobile-friendly website is defined in Figure 17 [17].
Figure 17: The differences between mobile and not mobile-friendly websites. The one that is not mobile-friendly (the middle picture) has text that requires zooming in to read. The image on the far right is clearly more usable because it is formatted specially for mobile devices and has text clearly readable and a different arrangement of menu items on the page [17].

7 Conclusion

Software developers and cross-functional product teams need to be aware of the audience for whom they are developing the product, and how users will interact with the web or mobile application. Focus on caring about how a user interacts with an application benefits both the company and the consumer. Doing so will ultimately make a product successful. Usability testing differs from other forms of functional testing which determine if a feature is working as deemed by product owners and managers. Usability sessions help bridge the gap between software engineering teams and customers of the product and acts as an investment that companies can choose to embrace.

By the use of human factors designers, usability testing sessions can be conducted with a well-defined script which outlines specific goals and scenarios that are needed to be tested on the web and/or mobile application. Suitable candidates are required to perform usability testing. The
appropriate participants are chosen selectively so that they each represent the entire demographic of target users. Testing sessions should provide comprehensive input and feedback for web/mobile applications, both positive and negative. The human factors designer must record data accurately based on their observations of the participants involved in the study and implement tests that are versatile across all platforms, as necessary. The testing cycle of conducting usability tests iterates with new waves of “fresh” individuals until the product has reached a usability level benchmark, based on the goals of the human factors designer. Once testing is complete, a report is written and distributed to the software development teams to make a better application on mobile and/or non-mobile device.

Web and mobile applications have similarities and differences in terms of approaching strategies for usability, based on utilizing their respective features effectively such as touchscreen vs. mouse controls and the different amount of landscape amongst devices. Applications that are to be used cross-platform should be tested for usability issues before shipped off to the customer. Otherwise, bug fixes and call support will likely be needed for customers to resolve problems and frustrations.

Special technologies can be used to give the human factors designer more scientific data while conducting web/mobile usability sessions. Eye tracking software allows the observer to locate where users stare at and motion their eyes while utilizing a web application. This is useful for knowing what stands out the most to users and helps identify certain control fields which are not intuitive during the workflow of an application. Cameras can also be used to observe a participant’s actions through navigating on a tablet or other mobile device to promote remote usability testing. These can be harnessed to point out positive and negative experiences through common user scenarios.
A growing number of companies often have three versions of a product: the web, mobile app, and mobile-web version. All three should be consistent in the context of usability testing, meaning they all behave similarly. It is the key of usability that ensures that users can seamlessly perform a workflow, regardless of the application version, or platform. Having a uniform experience between all platforms will result in a more satisfied user who can use the versions interchangeably depending on his current environment. In other words, a user should not feel forced to use one version of the application because the other versions are so different or foreign with respect to usability. The product development process also benefits with consistency by using shared code and shared testing procedures. With code sharing, a bug fixed on one platform can have a direct benefit to all other platforms.

While this report promotes usability testing, there are some opposing views. Peter Hornsby argues that “They [developers] believe that nothing can be known about a design that a team is going to implement unless that design has been tested with the target audience […].” He believes usability testing undermines the design knowledge of developers [8]. Such views of usability testing are, however much exaggerated from its true purpose. Usability testing does not take away from the developer’s own ideas or knowledge. On the contrary, it makes the product better from its initial design. Software engineers can envision and create products, with the influence of the product owner, that are very intuitive. All usability testing would do in this case is to verify the success and maybe even point out a few areas that could be better. It does not in any way dismiss creativity or pre-existing knowledge of usable products. As long as the budget can include and justify the need for usability testing, the benefits clearly outweigh this drawback.

In conclusion, software usability testing is a key methodology that should be supported by software companies that are developing mobile and web applications across the world.
Usability testing should also be instilled in students pursuing degrees in technological areas. It is not uncommon for a developer who has an engineering-like mindset when implementing and testing the product to not realize the big picture of how the customer would effectively use the product. Usability testing sessions are a key methodology used to ensure a product is intuitive and easy to use. Our proposed approach will modify the generic usability testing strategy by having participants test an application on multiple devices. The goal of this modification is to promote consistency across all versions of an application. The benefits of having a usable, consistent product across all supported platforms are substantial and fundamental to the success of a product.
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